CARY, NORTH CAROLINA

Town of Cary expands Utility Cloud
value across multiple parts of
the organization
Maria Vanderloop described her situation with her team at the Town of Cary as,
“it was painful”.
Maria had ambitions to lower non-compliance violations across Cary’s Fats, Oils
& Grease Program, streamline operations to get more of the right work done
with constrained staffing, collaborate with stakeholders -including customers,
Cary’s GIS department, leadership, and other groups within the business - and
to shorten the time for new employees to reach full productivity.

These ambitions were daunting as Maria
and team faced several challenges:
Non-compliance

Limited control

Of the restaurant infrastructure they oversaw, 32% of customers were

When Maria wanted to change a process or collect a new piece of data from

non-compliant, well above their organization’s expectations.

the field, she needed to deal with a separate work order administrator, which
depending on workload could delay her team’s daily progress.

Inefficiency
Crews were bouncing across town and back performing inspections and

Maria hadn’t seen any commercial area sanitary sewer overflows in 2017, but

follow-on tasks without any regard for proximity of work. Their work scheduling

given her challenges knew that a failure was more likely to occur with all the

had no logical prioritization as re-occurring workorders were scheduled based

issues mentioned. Plus – Cary was growing and with the community thriving,

on completion date only.

Maria and team wanted to ensure that confidence in the utility remained high.

Incomplete customer data leading to wasted resources
Maria’s team couldn’t provide comprehensive inspection reports to customers
that had actions required to correct non-compliance. The result was multiple
follow-up inspections to help them achieve compliance.

Complex administrative data processes
The Town of Cary operated several systems – one for work orders and another
for inspections, with a MS Access Database that consolidated the results of the
two. At the time, even though Cary employed a GIS/work order administrator,
there wasn’t an obvious way to take advantage of their geospatial data for
inspection scheduling. Data transcription and cleaning led to hours or even days
of extra effort each month.

“it was time”
Maria looked at her options, and based on her peers’ success with Utility
Cloud, decided “it was time”. “It was a natural choice to go with Utility Cloud
based on the success [her peers] were seeing.” More specifically, Utility Cloud
seemed the best option in the market to resolve her list of challenges and
received high marks from the field. Maria and team implemented Utility Cloud
in 2017 and have been expanding ever since.

Maria’s staff quickly got to work and realized
many successful outcomes.
Compliance and customer relations
Reduced non-compliance to 21%, marking a 34% decrease on
non-compliance incidents.

Uptime
Maintained 0 commercial area sanity sewer overflows since implementation.


Efficiency
Enhanced inspections per year by about 300, while doing the data work with
4 people, which used to take 6.

With several benefits, some anticipated,
and some not.


Delivered time savings from smart scheduling
With Utility Cloud, Cary built routes based on geographic proximity of assets,
increasing technician productivity. Additionally, tasks became automatically
triggered across teams to ensure that the right follow-ups occurred on-time


Delivered insights and efficiency to other groups in the utility
Maria’s group collected critical stormwater data while performing inspections on
wastewater infrastructure. As an example, when a technician performed a FOG
inspection, they also identified MS4 compliance issues in nearby infrastructure,
delivering critical information to the stormwater division to prioritize their work.

Reduced onboarding time
With standardized workflows a new employee will be able to locate most of the
information needed to perform their daily work in one place.

Controlled process
With any changes to workflow, scheduling, automation, or reporting, Maria no
longer needed to go through multiple departments. She and key members of her
team made adjustments on the fly.

Delivered operational transparency & “spatial awareness”
to the business
Maria’s office was better equipped to track progress against common goals.
Additionally, Cary’s GIS group relied on field data collected by Utility Cloud to
ensure all assets in Cary’s Asset System of Record were accurately captured
to ensure that future work and planning efforts align with needs of the
infrastructure.

Increased customer satisfaction via proactively addressing items such
as broken cleanout caps that can lead to odor complaints
By virtue of getting more of the right work down across the business, Maria and
team preventatively tackled issues that historically led to customer complaints.

Enhanced data quality control and automation
Maria’s group dramatically reduced the number of systems, steps, errors, and
cleanup tasks associated with managing operational data. What used to take 6
people, now takes 4 people to properly keep up with data quality and reporting

“It was a natural choice to go with Utility Cloud
based on the success my peers were seeing.”
Maria Vanderloop, Cary, North Carolina
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